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This year Austin Polish Film Festival (APFF) focuses on Women’s Perspective in the 
Polish Cinema and the Responsibility of Media in Shaping Reality. Festival opening 
film – “Mr. Jones” by Agnieszka Holland will not only inaugurate the Festival, but also 
illuminate these very two themes. “Mr. Jones” will open the Festival on November 1, 
2019, marking its Texan premiere. 
 
“’Women's cinema has not yet emerged as a trend in Poland” – wrote Barbara 
Kosecka in 2006 at Culture.pl. What has changed since then? Check out some of the 
most recent and awarded productions made by both emerging and well established Polish 
female filmmakers at 14th Austin Polish Film Festival! 
 
“Mr. Jones”, 2019, Poland/Ukraine/Great Britain, dir. Agnieszka Holland 

Awards: Berlin Golden Bear (nominee), Berlinale 2019; Golden Lions for Best film 
and Best production design, Gdynia Film Festival (winner) 
Agnieszka Holland, in an interview for the APFF, said this about her latest work: “It is an 
important film. It asks questions that are relevant. And they are also very relevant in the 
USA: What is the truth? What is the fake news? And what is true news? What is the 
responsibility of media? What is the responsibility of the politicians? How easy it is to 
betray the truth and justice? And how easy it is to lose democracy?”.  
 
“Mr. Jones” opens with George Orwell writing “Animal Farm” and portrays a life of a young 
Welsh journalist, Mr. Jones (James Norton), who becomes famous for being the first 
foreign reporter to fly with Hitler and reporting on it. His next step is to investigate how 
Stalin is financing the modernization of the Soviet Union. Following the trail, he manages 
to travel to Ukraine and witnesses a tremendous famine caused by the Soviet policy. After 
being forced back to London he tries to reveal the truth about Ukraine, but his report is 
denied by a Western journalist serving as Moscow Bureau Chief of The New York Times. 
Discredited, he meets an emerging author, George Orwell with whom he shares what he 
saw in Ukraine, inspiring “Animal Farm”.   
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Additionally, women’s presence in film will be marked in our program with: 
 

“53 Wars”, 2018, Poland, dir. Ewa Bukowska  
Awards: 2018 The Youth and Film Festival – The Young Jury Award, Best Actress 
for Magdalena Poplawska 

What does it mean to be a wife of a war reporter? – asks Ewa Bukowska in her first full 
length feature film. Her debut, though, is not only a study of a “sailor’s wife” syndrome. It is 
a story of two people trying to live normal lives in an abnormal situation, created by one of 
them and enforced on the other. It is a story of an unhealthy relationship, caught up in a 
codependent dynamic. A film was based on an autobiographical book by Grazyna 
Jagielska – “A heart made of stone” about her own experience of being married to a 
famous Polish war correspondent, Wojciech Jagielski. 
 

“Nina”, 2018, Poland, dir. Olga Chajdas  
Awards: 2018 Carl International Film Festival’s Baltic Sea Competition – Best 
Director; 2018 Rotterdam IFF – The Big Screen Award; Debut. Awarded in Gdynia for 
“a personal expression and exploration of a subject hardly present in Polish 
cinema” 

“Nina” is a debut of a promising Polish female director, Olga Chajdas who also partnered 
with Agnieszka Holland as a second unit director for “Mr. Jones”. The film challenges 
several taboos of a Polish culture: sexuality, infidelity, homosexuality and disapproved, by 
Catholic Church, alternative solutions to conceiving babies by couples who struggle with 
infertility.  
 

“Playing Hard”, 2018, Poland, dir. Kinga Debska 

Awards: Golden Lions for Best Film (nominee), Polish Film Festival 2018 

Another film with a topic rarely shown in Polish cinema. It is a bitter-sweet story of three 
women: Dorota, a high-powered prosecutor, Magda, a successful grad student with a 
steady job, and Teresa, a respected pediatric surgeon who struggles with alcohol addiction 
and the price they have to pay for it.  
 

“The Wall of Mexico”, 2019, USA/Mexico, dir. Magdalena Zyzak (co-directed with 
Zachary Cotler), World premiere at SXSW 2019 

“Veteran actors Esai Morales and Mariel Hemingway join with some newcomers to spin a 
fantasy about rich Mexicans turning the tables on poor white people.” – is how Hollywood 
Reporter described a directing cooperation of a Polish-American duet: Magdalena Zyzak & 
Zachary Cotler. The plot of “The Wall of Mexico” centers around a Mexican family who 
decides to build a wall around their property to deter the intrusion of poor white people in 
the vicinity. The film escapes frames and categories. A well mastered juggling of genres 
and twists, great visuals with a fantastic character development – it is like nothing you 
have ever seen.  
 
“Back Home”, 2019, Poland, dir. Magdalena Lazarkiewicz 

Awards: Festival Award for Best Film, Ekran – Toronto Polish Film Festival 
It is a female director, once again, who challenges one of the Polish taboos and reveals 
the hypocrisy of a local overly pious and conservative community. In “Back Home” based 
on facts, Magdalena Lazarkiewicz shows an after-life of a young girl who fell victim to 
human trafficking. She escapes sex slavery and on her return home, instead of with  
comfort she meets with contempt from her family and her hometown dominated by 
Catholic Church. Relentless and brutally moving.  
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“A Minor Genocide”, 2018, Poland, dir. Natalia Koryncka-Gruz 

A story about a war trauma that is passed through generations told by three women: a 
daughter, a mother and a grandmother in an animated, yet very personal, documentary of 
Natalia Koryncka-Gruz. “The tragic story of my family left an imprint on my childhood. As a 
child my mother had to witness the death of her parents and the crumbling of her world; 
the beginning of her life was an apocalypse. Visions of raging fires, killings, abandonment, 
the struggle of small children, all of them became part of my life and were akin to detailed 
pages of a family album that you watch with held breath.” – explains the director what  
pushed her to making this film.  
 

Another production that we recommend under Women’s Perspective is “Dolce Fine 
Giornata” by Jacek Borcuch. Not directed by a woman, but with a strong presence of a 
legendary Polish actress Krystyna Janda. Her great performance was awarded with 
World Cinema Dramatic Special Jury Award at the Sundance Film Festival where film 
premiered in 2019.  
 
Apart from “Mr. Jones”, the theme of Responsibility of Media in Shaping Reality will be 
marked by “Another Day of Life” (Golden Eye nominee at Cannes Film Festival and 
European Film Award for best European Animated Feature Film) – an animated nonfiction 
by Raúl de la Fuente, a Spanish documentarian, and Polish animator Damian Nenow.  
 

Within that theme we will also present “The Messenger” by Wladyslaw Pasikowski. The 
film was inspired by a life of a prominent figure of Polish resistance, world journalism and 
diplomacy – Jan Nowak-Jezioranski. After the war, he helmed the Polish Service of Radio 
Free Europe. In the late 70s he served as a consultant to the National Security Council 
during the Carter Administration. 
  

A darker side of media, in turn, is revealed in a Polish-Dutch metaphysical thriller by Pawel 
Borowski – “I Am Lying Now” – a movie is set in a retro-futuristic world, whose inhabitants 
are caught up in an intricate intrigue in which nothing is as it seems. It’s bold, camp and 
weird, so definitely an Austin-type of production! 
 
Very much out of the box is also, appreciated already in Austin (Best Picture nominee in  
Horror Features category, Austin Fantastic Fest 2018) and in several other cities around 
the world where film received many awards (Audience Award and Ecumenical Jury Prize 
at Tallinn Black Nights Film Festival; Best Director and Best Score at the Polish Film 
Festival – to name a few), “Werewolf” by Adrian Panek. The plot centers around a group 
of children liberated from a concentration camp who find themselves, aimless and hungry, 
stranded in an abandoned mansion in the forest. They’ve gone through hell but the true 
nightmare is just about to begin. Director nimbly uses the horror genre to speak to the 
horror of war and concentration camps.  
 
In addition, APFF will present this year’s Polish candidate for the Academy Award for 
Best International Feature Film – “Corpus Christi” by Jan Komasa known to the 
Austin audience as director of “Warsaw 44” or “Suicide Room”.  
 
 
Furthermore, there will be shorts including announcements and screening of the awarded 
entries from the APFF International Shorts Competition. 
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Please note that slight changes and adjustments in the program may happen. 
 
ASSOCIATED EVENTS: 
 
WOMEN IN MUSIC: VIOLIN & PIANO CONCERT 

October 20, 2019, University Presbyterian Church, 2203 San Antonio St, Austin, TX 

Polish and international music, devoted to women artists and by women composers. More 
information at: www.austinpolishsociety.org.  
 
AGNIESZKA HOLLAND RETROSPECTIVE 

In addition, prior to the Festival, on October 23, 27 and 30, AFS in partnership with APFF 
will present Holland’s retrospective at the AFS Cinema. The screenings will close with 
Holland’s Golden Globe awarded film “Europa Europa” (also an Oscar nominee for 
Best Adapted Screenplay) with Holland in attendance. Intro to the film and Q&A will be 
conducted by Noah Isenberg – Department Chair, Professor at the Department of 
Radio-Television-Film, UT.  
 
POLISH POSTER ART EXHIBITION 

Every year, since its inception in 2006, the APFF presents a Polish Poster Art Exhibit. This 

year, Polish Poster Art: From City Streets to Gallery Walls - a selection of posters 

covering a wide time range and genres - will be on view between October 19 and 

December 27, 2019 at the 6th floor of the Austin Central Library.  

APFF’S SPONSORS & PARTNERS 

City of Austin Cultural Arts Division (CAD); Austin Film Society (AFS); Radio, Television, 
and Film Department, University of Texas at Austin (RTF); Center for Russian, East 
European and Eurasian Studies, University of Texas at Austin (CREEES); Austin Public 
Library, Association of Polish Filmmakers (SFP); Polish Film Institute (PISF); Consulate 
General of Poland in Houston; Texas Film Commission and Austin Film Commission 
(media sponsors); Austin Polish Society (producer). 
 
ABOUT AUSTIN POLISH FILM FESTIVAL  
Austin Polish Film Festival (APFF) has been produced by a non-profit organization Austin 
Film Society since 2006. APFF is the only festival in central Texas presenting Polish 
feature films, documentaries, shorts, animations, and the filmmakers from Poland. It also 
shows the incredible art of Polish poster and their creators. Part of the mission of APFF is 
promoting cooperation between Polish and Austin creative worlds. 
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